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The Tacoma Narrows
Bridge Disaster
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Amplitude of oscillation reached 14 feet!



What was the cause?What was the cause?



Vortex SheddingVortex Shedding

…Caused Wind-Induced Vibration (?)
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Wing Flutter FailuresWing Flutter Failures
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Modeling VibrationModeling Vibration

The Ingredients:The Ingredients:
x

The Ingredients:The Ingredients:
1.1. Mass, Mass, mmm
2.2. Stiffness, Stiffness, kk

k c Realistic Addition:Realistic Addition:
D iD i3.3. Damping, Damping, cc
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“Characteristic Geometry” of Vibration“Characteristic Geometry” of Vibration

M d Sh• Mode Shapes

• Resonance

• Natural Frequencies


